Don’t Leave Me This Way Jun 2016
We maintained the consistent message on the fallout of Brexit. The economic impact is
limited to UK whist the impact to rest of world is immaterial and frankly hard to forecast given so
many complexities in their negotiations with EU. (See “Mind the Gap”, “Cheerios Good Mates” in Jun
2016). The financial impact is short-lived because the contagion impact on liquidity and solvency is
well contained. We have seen Europe OIS Spread; an indicator of liquidity in the system, spiking from
11bps to high 14.5bps before retreating to 10.7 bps; back to pre-referendum level on Thursday. This
is in contrast to back in 2011-2012 Europe existential crisis level of 60-100bps. Solvency risk has
quickly receded as CDS Spread for Italy (apologises to our Italian readers for using Italy as a poster
child) jumped from 135bps to high of 185 before receding back to 165bps currently versus the highs
of 400-500bps during 2011-2012. There can be no solvency crisis if the liquidity tap continues to
remain open. Simple analogy is a highly leveraged company can stay as ongoing concern as long as
its credit lines are available. That is what is happening now. But to the last and most ominous risk of
EU breaking up, we think is too early to opine its demise.
What we do know is the knock-on effect of Brexit will prolong the era of lower for longer
interest rate environment globally and prompt central bankers to front load their QE experiment and
for some like BOE, re-start its QE. For countries with less fractious politics, authorities will certainly
want to implement fiscal stabilizers to counteract the uncertainty Brexit has induced. The hunt for
yield will take on even greater animal instinct. Amidst all the chaos, there are opportunities to be
made and we present several actionable ideas below. Please refer to our “Cheerios good mates”
note on “Possible policy responses and actionable trades” for the rationale as much of our trade
ideas are predicated on it.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mlpxOaQinE

